
EDIFY EPISODE: WHAT BLM GETS WRONG
PRESENTED BY DEACON HAROLD BURKE-SIVERS

FOR ADULT FORMATION GROUPS

For Understanding
Watch Deacon Harold Burke-Siver’s “What BLM gets wrong” to learn the answers!

1. How do organizations such as Black Lives Matter view the human person?

2. Why is this understanding directly opposed to Catholic social teaching?

3. Are we born racist?

4. What does Deacon Harold propose is the answer to racial tension and division?

To Go Deeper
Draw from your own experience or invite a local expert in to help you think more deeply about this
video and how it can inspire you to live out the faith in the public square!

1. What different parishes or groups are in your local church?

2. How often do they gather together for social events or prayer?

3. What are two or three ways you could suggest local churches come together?
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EDIFY EPISODE: WHAT BLM GETS WRONG
PRESENTED BY DEACON HAROLD BURKE-SIVERS

FOR HIGH SCHOOL CLASS DISCUSSIONS

For Understanding
Watch Deacon Harold Burke-Siver’s “What BLM gets wrong” to learn the answers!

1. How do organizations such as Black Lives Matter view the human person?

2. Why is this understanding directly opposed to Catholic social teaching?

3. Are we born racist?

4. What does Deacon Harold propose is the answer to racial tension and division?

To Go Deeper
Assign these questions to students for pre-research for follow-up assignments to the video.

1. Have you ever been to a Mass or event at a parish other than your own?

2. Do you agree that building personal relationships is the best way to overcome racial
tensions?

3. What are one or two ways you and your friends could reach out to Catholic high schoolers
in nearby parishes to organize a social event?
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